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Abstract

This study investigates the prosodic differences of German string-identical verb-first sentences with different pragmatic meanings, i.e. exclamatives (EX: Kann die Lene malen! (“Can Lene paint!”)), rhetorical questions (RQ: Kann die Lene malen?! (“Can Lene paint?”)) and information-seeking questions (ISQ: Kann die Lene malen?). We report on whether and how the pragmatic distinction is marked in the speech signal.

The main results show that EXs and ISQs for the most part hold opposing feature characteristics whereas the prosodic characteristics of RQs seem to lie in-between. EXs are mainly realized with a falling intonation contour, ISQs with a rising one and RQs with a plateau contour. In terms of the number of prenuclear pitch accents, RQs are placed in-between EXs with most accents and ISQs with fewest accents. Similarly, regarding the pitch range of the prenuclear accents: RQs are placed between EXs (largest expansion) and ISQs (smallest expansion). A similar picture arises regarding duration with EXs showing the longest and ISQs the shortest constituent durations. We assume two scales for the classification of the pragmatic function of verb-first sentences with regard to prosody: an interrogativity scale and a scale of emphasis. In both scales, RQs are placed between the two extremes (EXs and ISQs).

Index Terms: prosody, intonation, pragmatics, German

1. Introduction

This study reports on a production-experiment that investigates the prosodic differences of string-identical German verb-first sentences with different pragmatic meanings.

1.1. The three pragmatic functions

Exclamatives express an attitude of surprise. When uttering an EX, the speaker indicates that s/he is surprised that the proposition p violates her/his expectation of a given situation [1], that the proposition of her/his utterance is unexpected and divergent from the alleged reason [2]. Additionally, EXs receive a degree interpretation, meaning that the content of an EX “must […] be about a degree” [1,5]. In Kann die Lene malen! (“Can Lene paint!”), for instance, the degree manifests itself in the quality of Lene’s artistically skills. Exclamative verb-first sentences are claimed to be non-interactive or “marked declaratives” [4] – declaratives with verb-first syntax.

A common description of RQs is that the answer is already known/ inferable for the addressee (c.f., [5], [6]). RQs express a strong speaker belief towards the intended proposition. By uttering an RQ, the speaker insinuates the opposite polarity of what is expressed by [7]. That is, by uttering Kann die Lene malen?! (“Can Lene paint??”) as an RQ, the speaker signals his/her strong belief that Lene cannot paint. The effect of an RQ is similar [5] to the effect of a default assertion (e.g., [8]).

By uttering a genuine ISQ, the speaker signals a cognitive deficit ([9], [10]) or a knowledge gap s/he seeks to remediate. In other words, the speaker does not know the answer to an ISQ and intends to elicit a response from the addressee(s). Following [9], the meaning of a question is defined in the set of answers containing the positive proposition p and the negative proposition ¬p. The expected answer to e.g. Kann die Lene malen? (“Can Lene paint?”) may be either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Neutral ISQs are usually non-emphatic.

1.2. Prosodic background

Semantic-pragmatic and prosodic literature agree on the idea that RQs differ from ISQs prosodically ([7], [11], [12], [5]). However, empirical studies on the matter have been scarce and many claims are based on introspective assumptions. A recent study on the prosody of string-identical RQs and ISQs in German ([13], [14]), however, reveals some clear phonological and phonetic differences between the two question types. Especially with regard to the nuclear contour, e.g., polar RQs are more frequently produced with a plateau contour (L*+H H%) as opposed to a continuous rise (L* H HH%) in ISQs, and they are produced with longer constituent durations and breathier voice quality than ISQs. Comparable results are reported for English in a study by [15]. Here, polar RQs differed from ISQs with regard to the final boundary tone and the position of the nuclear accent. Phonetically, polar RQs were longer in duration. With regard to the prenuclear field a pre-study already revealed that RQs are more commonly produced with a prenuclear accent than ISQs, which are also larger in pitch expansion [16].

Results of a study by [17] revealed similar results for emphatic questions and utterances of surprise: a breathier voice quality and lengthening of parts of the utterances. However, unlike RQs, which show a shallower (plateau) intonation contour than ISQs, emphatic questions end in a steeper and higher rise than non-emphatic questions. Additionally, a study by [18] showed that utterances of surprise are realized with a raising of the F0 maxima, possibly with an emphatic pitch peak (e.g., [19]). [20] also state segmental lengthening for utterances of surprise. A production experiment by [21] confirms a longer utterance duration for w/h-exclamatives in comparison to string-identical w/h-interrogatives. A particular, yet disputed, feature of EXs is the so-called exclamative accent, an emphatic pitch peak in the prenuclear region, which is not assigned to a fixed position ([21], [22]).

Polar ISQs in German are generally assumed to manifest a low-rising contour (L* H HH% [23, 24]).

Interestingly, the pragmatic types that are off the beaten track of the default interpretation (i.e., a neutral question) of a German interrogative sentence seem to share certain prosodic features, e.g., durational features.
1.3. Hypotheses

Based on the introduction given above, we hypothesize that (i) RQs predominantly end in a high boundary tone reflecting their interrogative status, whereas EXs terminate in a low boundary tone, reflecting their marked-declarative status. (ii) Due to their expressive nature, we expect RQs to show an emphatic pitch peak in the prenuclear region similar to EXs, however with less pitch expansion. (iii) RQs and EXs both display longer durations than ISQs. (iv) We hypothesize that the prosody of an RQ may not actually signal only rhetoricty, but, more generally, a certain kind of expressively/ emphatically marked question.

2. The experiment

A production experiment was designed to test whether and how speakers prosodically differentiate between two expressive verb-first sentence types (RQs and EXs) compared to a neutral verb-first form (ISQs).

2.1. Materials

We created 16 target verb-first sentences with the same metrical structure: a trochee. All sentences started with a light verb (e.g., kann – ‘can’, see Table 1) followed by the subject determiner phrase (e.g., die Lene ‘DET Lene’). The sentence-final constituent, on which we expected the placement of the nuclear accent, was either an adjective or a full verb. None of the sentences was lexically marked by any item which would favor a specific kind of pragmatic meaning (e.g. a modal particle or negative polarity items favoring an RQ). In order to obtain a consistent signal to better separate pitch accent type and boundary tone, the final constituent was mainly sonorous and lexical stress was on the penultimate syllable.

In the experimental paradigm, all target sentences were preceded by context situations triggering one of three different pragmatic readings (neutral ISQ, EX, RQ; see Table 1). The context for an exclamative reading of the target was created such that the speaker was surprised or struck by p. The context for a rhetorical reading of the target was done such that the speaker was sure about p and assumes that p should be known by the interlocutor(s). Finally, the context for an information-seeking reading of the target sentence was created such that the speaker did not know whether the proposition of the target sentences was true (p) or not (¬p). Eventually, for each target sentence, there were three string-identical versions with different pragmatic meanings (N=48).

Contexts were kept as short and informative as possible. Furthermore, all contexts contained the verb that was in verb-first-position of the target sentence, the subject NP and the sentence final constituent of the target sentence, thus all constituents of the target utterance were lexically given. This was done in order to prevent focal accents.

Additionally, we created 24 filler sentences and contexts, whose make-up was similar to the target contexts but did not follow any experimental hypothesis. At the beginning of each test phase, we added 4 practice sentences and contexts that explicitly evoked a rhetorical, an information-seeking or an exclamative reading by means of discourse markers and lexical items such as modal particles. Target and filler trials, however, did not contain any sort of lexical material to indicate the actual proposition. In the experimental procedure, the targets of each triplet (ISQ, RQ and EX) were separated by at least 4 other target or filler trials.

| Table 1: Context triplet with target sentence: target identical for all three contexts. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Context & Target**            |                                 |
| Exclamative                     | You and a friend are visiting the atelier of your mutual friend Lene and you are surprised how good she is at painting. |
| (surprise)                      | You say to your friend:         |
| Rhetorical question              | Your friend wants your roommate Lene to paint a picture for a friend. However, it is well known that Lene is very bad at painting. |
| (belief)                        | You say to your friend:         |
| Information-seeking question     | You want to give your friend’s daughter Lene crayons for her birthday. However, you do not know whether the little girl already paints pictures or not. |
| (lack of information)           | You say to your friend:         |
| Target sentence                 | Kann die Lene malen ‘Can Lene paint’ |

2.2. Procedure

We conducted the experiment with 12 native speakers of German (7 female, average age 22.6 years, SD=2.9). They were students at the University of Konstanz and were paid a small reimbursement for their participation. They were tested in a sound-attenuated booth at the PhonLab laboratory of the University of Konstanz.

Sentence type was manipulated within subjects. Each participant produced each sentence in all three conditions. Context situations and target sentences were presented on a computer screen using Presentation (Neurobehavioral-Systems 2001). Context situations were presented in black Calibri 40 font and target sentences in blue Calibri 40 font, all on white background. The participants were first presented with the context situations before the target utterance was added to the same slide by pressing a button on a button box (self-paced). They were instructed to read each context situation carefully and to utter the target and filler sentences as naturally as possible. After reading the contexts and uttering the targets, the participants turned to the next trial by pressing the button again. They were allowed to repeat the sentences in case they spluttered or mispronounced.

Each experimental run started with a practice phase to make it easier for participants to engage with the task. After this phase, they were allowed to ask questions.

Participants were wearing dynamic headset-microphones (Shure SM10A) and were recorded with an USB sound interface (Audient id14). A sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and a resolution of 16 Bit was used in all recordings. The participants did not receive any feedback during the test phase.

2.3. Data treatment and analyses

Overall, we recorded 576 ISQs, EXs and RQs. 35 items had to be excluded due to glottalization or infelicitous productions. We analyzed the remaining 541 productions (EX: 180, RQ: 176, ISQ: 185) phonologically and phonetically using Praat [25]. All files were labeled at the level of morphological word, syllable and segment. We annotated pitch accents and boundary tones following the guidelines of GToBI [23, 24]. All pitch values for calculation of F0 in ranges were extracted
automatically using a Praat script. Pitch was extracted within the range of the subject noun and the final constituent. All points for pitch measurements were set manually.

For the statistical analysis of boundary tones and pitch accents, we ran a series of linear mixed effect regression models with illocution-type (EX, RQ and ISQ) as fixed factors and participants and items as crossed-random factors. For dependent variables with more than one level, one level was coded 1 and all other levels 0. The effects of the fixed factors were calculated for these modified dependent variables [26]. For the statistical analysis of durations and pitch range we ran linear mixed effect regression models with the same specifications and model fitting as described above. P-values were calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation in the R-package lmerTest [27].

2.4. Results

2.4.1. Phonological results

Final boundary tone

In EXs contours are mainly terminated by the low boundary tone L-% (Figure 1). L-% occurs significantly more often in EXs than in RQs ($\beta=4.9$, SE=0.5, $z=9.8$, $p<0.0001$) and ISQs ($\beta=8.1$, SE=0.8, $z=9.6$, $p<0.0001$). RQs significantly more often end in L-% than ISQs ($\beta=3.1$, SE=0.6, $z=4.9$, $p<0.0001$).

RQs mainly end in the rising edge tone H-%. They do so less frequently than ISQs ($\beta=3.4$, SE=0.4, $z=8.3$, $p<0.0001$) but more often than EXs ($\beta=3.2$, SE=0.4, $z=7.8$, $p<0.0001$).

RQs also frequently end in a plateau contour (Figure 2), more often than EXs ($\beta=2.9$, SE=0.6, $z=5.2$, $p<0.0001$) and ISQs ($\beta=4.4$, SE=1.0, $z=4.2$, $p<0.0001$). ISQs almost exclusively terminate in H-%. See Table 2 for the distribution of boundary tones.

![Figure 1: Example of Kann die Lene malen 'Can Lene paint' in exclamative condition.](image)

![Figure 2: Example of Kann die Lene malen 'Can Lene paint' in rhetorical illocution.](image)

Table 2: Distribution of the most frequent boundary tones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary tones</th>
<th>EX (N=180)</th>
<th>RQ (N=176)</th>
<th>ISQ (N=185)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-%</td>
<td>160 (89%)</td>
<td>34 (19%)</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-%</td>
<td>14 (8%)</td>
<td>88 (50%)</td>
<td>174 (94%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H*</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
<td>42 (24%)</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nuclear accents

The most common nuclear accent type in EXs is L+!H*. It occurs significantly more often in EXs than in RQs ($\beta=2.6$, SE=0.5, $z=5.8$, $p<0.0001$) and almost never in ISQs. RQs are mainly realized with the low nuclear accent L*, significantly more often than EXs ($\beta=1.8$, SE=0.2, $z=6.8$, $p<0.0001$) but less often than ISQs ($\beta=2.6$, SE=0.3, $z=7.8$, $p<0.0001$). RQs are also often produced with an L+H nuclear accent which does not occur in ISQs at all. This accent type is more frequent in RQs than in EXs ($\beta=1.8$, SE=0.5, $z=3.4$, $p<0.001$). Table 3 displays the distribution of the most common nuclear accents.

![Table 3: Distribution of the most frequent nuclear accents.](image)

Prenuclear accents

The majority (>50%) of prenuclear accents across all illocution-types are associated with the subject NP (e.g. Lene in ‘Can Lene paint’). If a prenuclear is present, the most frequent one in EXs and RQs is L+H*, which occurs significantly more often in EXs than in RQs ($\beta=1.6$, SE=0.7, $z=2.1$, $p=0.0316$). EXs also often show L+H* prenuclear accents, significantly more often than RQs ($\beta=2.0$, SE=0.6, $z=3.6$, $p<0.001$) and ISQs ($\beta=2.8$, SE=0.8, $z=3.7$, $p<0.001$). Prenuclear accents associated with the verb in verb-first position (>35%) are mainly H* accents across all illocution-types.

![Table 4: Distribution of the most frequent prenuclear accents.](image)

2.4.2. Phonetic results: pitch range and duration

Pitch range of the final rises

Regarding the H-% boundary tone, the average pitch range in EXs (N=14 (8%)) is 9.4st, which is significantly larger than the pitch range in RQs (N=88 (50%)), which is on average 8.9st ($\beta=1.8$, SE=0.8, t=2.3, p=0.0211). ISQs (N=174 (94%)) show...
the largest pitch expansion with an average 11.3st, which is significantly larger than in RQs (ß=2.3, SE=0.4, t=6.0, p<0.0001). It is also larger than in EXs, but not significantly.

Pitch range in H-% is generally narrower than in H−H% (EX=4.7st, RQ=6.6st).

**Pitch range in the prenuclear field**
The pitch range in prenuclear accents aligned with the subject NP are largest in EXs, with an average of 6.4st. This is significantly larger than in RQs with an average range of 4.2st (ß=2.7, SE=0.6, t=4.7, p=0.0001) and in ISQs with an average range of 2.1st (ß=4.0, SE=0.6, t=6.7, p<0.0001).

**Sentence duration**
EXs exhibit a significantly longer sentence duration than RQs (ß=0.07, SE=0.03, t=2.3, p=0.05) and ISQs (ß=0.2, SE=0.04, t=5.5, p<0.001). RQs are significantly longer than ISQs (ß=0.1, SE=0.03, t=4.6, p<0.001). This relation in durational differences holds for the verb in verb-first position and the noun but not for the determiner and the final constituent where there are no statistically significant differences between EXs and RQs (p=0.2, p=0.3). Determiners are significantly shorter in ISQs than in EXs (ß=0.04, SE=0.01, t=4.9, p<0.001) and RQs (ß=0.03, SE=0.01, t=3.3, p<0.01). The final constituents (verb/adverb) are significantly shorter in ISQs than in EXs (ß=0.07, SE=0.02, t=2.9, p=0.01) and RQs (ß=0.05, SE=0.01, t=3.4, p=0.01). Verbs are significantly longer in EXs than in RQs (ß=0.01, SE=0.004, t=2.2, p<0.05) and ISQs (ß=0.03, SE=0.004, t=9.4, p<0.0001) and significantly longer in RQs than in ISQs. Nouns are significantly longer in EXs than in RQs (ß=0.04, SE=0.01, t=6.4, p<0.0001) and ISQs (ß=0.07, SE=0.01, t=11.9, p<0.0001) and significantly longer in RQs than in ISQs (ß=0.03, SE=0.01, t=4.2, p<0.01). Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the different sentence constituents.

![Figure 3: Duration of sentence constituents.](image)

### 3. Discussion

The phonological analysis revealed that ISQs are characterized by a high boundary tone (H−H%) and a low nuclear accent (L%), which accords to previous results for German question prosody (e.g., [23], [28]). The results for RQs reflect the results by [13] and [14]. RQs are also mainly characterized by a rising boundary tone and a low nuclear accent, however, in 24% of the cases they end in a high plateau H-%. Moreover, RQs are typically produced with an L*+H nuclear accent. EXs verb-first sentences predominantly terminate in a low boundary tone (L%), as expected. This may reflect their status as non-interrogatives or “marked declaratives” [4]. Interestingly, 19% of the RQs terminate in a low boundary tone and 10% of the EX in a high boundary tone (H-%, H−H%), which goes against hypothesis (i). By comparison, only 2% of the ISQs end with a low or falling nuclear contour. Despite the reported differences in boundary tone between the utterance types, the overlap between them reveals that the boundary tone is a possible, but not a sufficient marker which becomes not available until late in the production of the utterance.

Regarding the rising boundary tones, speakers use a different scaling of pitch in the final parts of the three sentence types. ISQs are realized with the highest pitch expansion in H−H%, followed by EXs. RQs are realized with the lowest pitch range. This contradicts prior findings [16], however, it is compatible with results by [17], who show that emphatic questions end in a higher rise than non-emphatic questions. In the present study, EXs with a rising contour did rarely manifest prenuclear pitch accents. Thus, the broad pitch range in the final part of the utterance might be an emphatic marker used by the speaker. Nevertheless, the pitch range in the plateau contour frequent in RQs is smaller than the pitch range of the rising contour in ISQs, and thus with regard to final expansion range RQs can be placed between ISQs and EXs. Final pitch scaling might thus signal interrogativity [28] and emphasis.

Most prenuclear accents were aligned with the subject in the subject NP, especially in EXs and RQs. The most frequent prenuclear accent was L*+H. In the literature on German intonation this accent is linked to dedicated (and thus emphatic) or sarcastic utterances (c.f., [23], [29]). Both attributes fit to the emphasis of EXs and the often perceived sarcastic attitude of RQs. EXs and RQs show more prenuclear pitch accents, which also had a higher pitch range than ISQs. This finding supports hypothesis (ii) and we assume those prenuclear pitch accents to be emphatic pitch peaks [19], signaling pragmatic function at an early point in the utterance.

EXs and RQs are both longer than ISQs, which supports hypothesis (iii). Overall, EXs show the longest constituent duration, ISQs the shortest and RQs are placed in-between. In some sentence constituents, EXs and RQs are statistically alike in terms of duration. The parameter-values of the feature characteristics of RQs lie between those of EXs and ISQs. We argue that they do not exclusively signal rhetoricity, but rather an increase in emphasis and a decrease in interrogativity. In other words, we assume two scales that classify verb-first sentences with regard to prosody: an interrogativity scale [28] and a scale of emphasis. EXs and ISQs can be placed at the extremes of those scales and RQs in between both extremes, which we interpret as being due to the mismatch between form (questions) and functions (assertive-like), which has been reported for RQs (c.f., [7] & [30]). Note that while ISQs are clearly interrogatives syntactically, non-negated verb-first EXs have been argued to be declaratives syntactically [4].

### 4. Conclusions

We assume two scales for the classification of the pragmatic function of verb-first sentences with regard to prosody: the first scale is an interrogativity scale [28] ranging from high interrogativity (ISQs) to no interrogativity (EXs). This scale is phonologically manifested in the choice of boundary tones. The second scale constitutes a range from highly expressive and emphatic (EXs) to non-emphatic (ISQs) and is visible in the durational values of the utterances and the pitch range in the prenuclear field. In both scales, RQs are placed between the two extremes (ISQs, EXs). Further research will address a perception study to elaborate on the prosodic cues listeners use to distinguish between the different pragmatic functions.
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